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Modeling of Chemical Vapor Deposition in a
Fluidized Bed Reactor Based on Discrete Particle

Simulation

Gregor Czok, Mao Ye, J. A. M. Hans Kuipers, and Joachim Werther

Abstract

For better understanding the process of particle coating by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) in the fluidized bed, the simulation of the deposition process
was combined with a discrete particle model (DPM). Based on the experimental
results of the thermal decomposition of tri-isobutyl-aluminum (TIBA) to produce
aluminum onto glass beads, mechanisms on the micro-scale were investigated by
single particle tracking. Zones of excessive growth as well as zones of insufficient
mixing were identified. In particular, the take-up of aluminum was traced for
selected particles that exhibited a large mass of deposited aluminum what in turn
provides insight into the homogeneity and quantity of the coating throughout the
bed material.

KEYWORDS: Chemical Vapor Deposition, Discrete Particle Modeling, Fluidized
Bed Reactor, Particle Coating
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

For various applications in modern powder technology coatings help to produce desired solids properties. To design 
powders with tailor-made functionality very often solid coatings of metals, metal oxides or metal nitrides are 
required, that can be created by the conversion of a suitable gaseous precursor (chemical vapor deposition, CVD) or 
be precipitation titration. While wet processing requires subsequent solid-liquid separation, drying, destruction of 
agglomerates and often tempering of the fine solids, the combination of chemical vapor deposition and fluidized bed 
technology facilitates coating without additional process steps. The incentives of the fluidized bed technology for 
powder coating are intense solids mixing, excellent heat and mass transfer and homogeneous temperatures. It is 
known that industrial applications of fluidized bed chemical vapor deposition already exist for pigment coating (e.g. 
BASF, 2004 or Karches et al., 2001). The technology is further mentioned for the production of catalysts (Hierso et 
al., 1998), in the patent literature for the encapsulation of electro-luminescent pigments (e.g. Kenton, 1991; 
Klinedinst, 1991) and for improving wear resistance of sinter parts (Jouanny-Tresy, 1994), but the governing 
mechanisms in the fluidized bed are not fully understood yet. 

 The coating of glass beads with aluminum by thermal decomposition of tri-isobutyl-aluminum (TIBA) in 
the fluidized bed has been experimentally investigated by Liu et al., 2000, where in the first step the flow fields of 
fluid and particles were calculated and subsequently the deposition reaction was numerically modeled to see the 
effects of deposition on individual particles in the considered fluidized bed.  

The experiments were performed by the Hamburg group. The simulation of the fluid dynamics by discrete 
particle modeling (DPM) was accomplished by the group from the Twente University. The chemical vapor 
deposition process of aluminum by thermal decomposition of TIBA was modeled in a post-processing step by the 
group from the Hamburg University of Technology. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

In the present work the deposition of elemental aluminum by thermal decomposition of tri-isobutyl-aluminum 
(TIBA) on glass beads was investigated as a simple example of CVD coating. TIBA is a clear, pyrophoric liquid, 
which decomposes at temperatures above 200°C . 

Al    +   3 +   3/2  H2
T > 200°C

TIBA

isobutene

Al    +   3 +   3/2  H2
T > 200°C

TIBA

isobutene

Above approximately 50°C TIBA loses one isobutyl ligand to form diisobutylaluminum hydride (DIBAH), 
which is a hydrogen bridged trimer with a substantially lower vapor pressure of only 1.33 Pa at 40°C compared to 
the vapor pressure of TIBA of 13.3 Pa at 20°C (Kodas, 1994). This reaction is reversible at elevated pressures, 

TIBA DIBAH + isobutene
T > 50°C

p > 3bar
TIBA DIBAH + isobutene

T > 50°C

p > 3bar  

It was known from the beginning that the fluidized bed reactor should be kept as small as possible in order 
to permit a simulation with the DPM model within reasonable computing times. Furthermore the DPM code of the 
Twente group was designed for the application to a fluidized bed with a square cross-section. If was therefore 
decided to build a fluidized bed reactor for the CVD experiment with a square bed area of 8x8 mm2. The reactor had 
a height with this cross-sectional area of 200 mm followed by an enlarged cross-sectional area of 44 mm diameter 
with a height of 100 mm for gas separation (Fig. 1). The reactor was operated with bed heights around 40 mm. 
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The thermal decomposition of TIBA was investigated. High-purity nitrogen (> 99.99990 %) was used as a 
carrier gas to be saturated with TIBA vapor. The gas flow rate was adjusted by a mass flow controller (FIC) that was 
connected to a pressure controller to prevent over pressure (>150 kPa) inside the precursor flask. The precursor 
bottle was placed into a heated oil bath and used as a bubbler by inserting an immersible pipe. The oil bath was kept 
at 82°C to gain a TIBA temperature of (80 ± 0.5)°C, measured by a Pt100 temperature probe (TI-1). The saturated 
nitrogen was transported in pipes, which were heated to a temperature of 85°C, to the fluidized bed reactor and 
entered the reactor through a four-hole nozzle. The diameter of the four holes was 0.8 mm each. The geometry of 
this four-hole nozzle is given in detail in Figure 2. Several attempts to use a porous plate of diverse materials as a 
gas distributor failed, because the pores of the distributor were blocked immediately by deposits. 

 

Figure : CVD fluidized bed reactor setup for injection of gaseous precursor 
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Figure 2: Details of four-hole nozzle gas distributor 

Three different types of glass beads were investigated as substrates for the coating in batches of 4 g for 
each test: 

•  Type A: SwarcoForce (Swarco GmbH, Amstetten, Austria), surface mean diameter pd = 64 µm, solids 

density ρs = 2500 kg/m³ 
•  Type B: Spheriglas (Potters Europe, Kirchheimbolanden, Germany), pd = 47 µm, ρs = 4200 kg/m³ 

•  Type C: Plus9beads (Swarco GmbH, Amstetten, Austria), pd = 66 µm, ρs = 2600 kg/m³ 
They were taken from different suppliers in order to have different surface structures which is important for 

the CVD process. 
The particle size distributions are shown in Figure 3. The minimum fluidization velocities given in Figure 4 

 

Figure 3: Particle size distribution of the glass beads 
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were calculated for the fluidization in nitrogen for the temperature range 200…500°C using the Wen and Yu 
equation (Wen and Yu, 1966).  

The layer morphology produced at temperatures between 225°C and 500°C was investigated by scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) analysis. The deposited mass of aluminum was determined by dissolution in 30% 
H2O2/HCl at 50°C and analyzed by OES/ICP in the Central Chemical Laboratory of Hamburg University of 
Technology. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Whereas in classical CVD processes like for very large scale integration (VLSI) applications the furnace 
temperatures are usually 200…300°C (T. Kodas, 1994) under reduced pressure, we have investigated the 
temperature range 225…500°C at ambient pressure for different fluidizing conditions and glass types. The operation 
time for each experiment was 30 minutes. 

For lower temperatures in the range of 225…250°C, aluminium deposits were found only on a few glass 
beads, whereas the majority of the particles did not receive any significant aluminium coating. Those particles that 
did receive deposits showed very large piles of voluminous aluminium (Figure 5). The aluminium formed lumps of 
agglomerates leading to a breakdown of the fluidization movement. These agglomerates were observed especially at 
the nozzle leading to a clogging of the gas inlets (Figure 6). This can be explained by the autocatalytic growth 
character of the TIBA decomposition reaction leading to voluminous “cauliflower” structures (Teer, 1981). Low 
solids mixing in the bottom corners and in the direct vicinity of the gas jets is probably the reason of this local 
agglomeration effect which obviously occurs in regions of the bed zones, where precursor laden gas is contacting 
hot particles with insufficient solids movement.  

For temperatures in the range of 275…360°C the aluminum forms a coarse coating that does not fully 
cover the glass beads (Figure 7). Again, the propensity towards agglomeration requires superficial fluidizing 
velocities of at least 4 cm/s, i.e. well above the minimum fluidization velocity to ensure good mixing throughout the 
bed. The glass type B in Figure 7 shows only smaller islands of aluminum, whereas the type A and C glasses exhibit 
a much thicker coating after the same time of operation. 

At further increased temperatures in the range of 400…500°C the reaction takes place all over the surface 
resulting in a complete and uniform coating of small grain size (Fig. 8).  There was almost no difference observed 
between the three types of glass at this temperature. Still, agglomeration tendencies was found to be not present at 
fluidization velocities above 4 cm/s but was strongly occurring at gas velocities below 3.5 cm/s, again occurring 
predominantly near the gas inlets. 
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Figure 4: Minimum fluidization velocities calculated with the Wen and 
Yu equation (Wen and Yu, 1996) 
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The experimental results clearly show that the fluidization velocity is indicative of the solids movement. 
The mixing of the particles becomes crucial near the nozzle gas distributor, where agglomerates were observed very 
often.  

 

Figure 5: Deposits formed at 225-250°C on different glass types (A = SwarcoForce, B = Spheriglas, 
C = Plus9beads) 
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Figure 6: Agglomerated glass beads at the nozzle gas distributor 
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Figure 7: Deposits formed at 275…360°C on different glass types (A = SwarcoForce, B = Spheriglas, 
C = Plus9beads) 
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Figure 8: Deposits formed at 400-500°C A) Type A;  B) Type B;  C) Type C 

4. NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

4.1 Theory of the Discrete Particle Modeling 
4.1.1 Gas governing equations 

 
The gas is modeled by the volume-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for  (Kuipers et al., 1992): 

 
( ) ( ) 0g

gt
ερ

ερ
∂

+ ∇ ⋅ =
∂

u , (1) 

 
( ) ( ) ( )g

g p gp
t

ερ
ερ ε ε ερ

∂
+ ∇ ⋅ = − ∇ − − ∇ ⋅ +

∂
u

uu S τ g ,   (2) 

where ε  is the porosity. gρ , u, τ  and p are the density, velocity, viscous stress tensor, and pressure of the gas 

phase, respectively. The source term Sp is a function of the inter-phase momentum transfer coefficient β : 

 
( ) ( ) ( )

0

1
1
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p
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a
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β
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The δ-function ensures that the reaction force acts as a point force at the position of the particle in the system. . To 
calculate the inter-phase momentum transfer coefficient, we employ the well-known Ergun equation (Ergun, 1952) 
for porosities lower than 0.8:  

 
( ) ( ) p

p

g
2
p

g
2

vu
d
ρ

ε11.75
d
µ

ε
ε1150β −−+−= ,                                           (4) 

where dp represents the particle diameter, and µg the gas phase viscosity. For high void fractions (ε ≥ 0.80) the 
expression presented by Wen and Yu (1966) is used: 

 
( ) 2.65

pg
p

d εvuρ
d
ε1εC

4
3β −−−=  .                                                   (5) 

Note that the drag coefficient Cd is dependent on the particle Reynolds number ( gppgp /µdvuερRe −= ):  

( )








≥

<
=

1000Re                                   0.44

1000Re       Re0.15+1 
Re
24

C

p

p
0.687
p

pd ,                                                             (6) 

 

. 

4.1.2 Particle motion equation 

The equations of motion for an arbitrary particle follow from Newton's second law: 

 ( )
2

,2 1
a

a cont a a a a
Vdm V p m

dt
β
ε

= + − − ∇ +
−

r F u v g ,                                     (7) 

 
2
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=θ T ,                                                                 (8) 
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where ma is the mass of the particle, ,cont aF the contact force, aT  the torque, aI  the moment of inertia, and θ  the 
angular displacement. Equations (7) and (8) are solved numerically using a standard first-order time-integration 
scheme. 
 
4.1.3 Contact forces 

The contact forces between two particles (or between a particle and a wall) are calculated from the soft-sphere 
model developed by Cundall and Strack (1979). In that model, a linear spring and a dash-pot are used to compute 
the normal contact force, while a linear spring, a dash-pot and a friction slider are used to compute the tangential 
contact force (cf. Figure ). Thus the normal and tangential component of the contact forces are respectively given 
by: 

  ,n,ab n n ab n n abk ξ η= − −F n v ,                                                          (9) 
 

and  

,

,

t t t t,ab t,ab f n ab
t,ab

f n,ab ab t,ab f n ab

k ξ η µ
µ µ

− − ≤= 
− >

v F F
F

F t F F
.                                                  (10) 

Note that k  is the spring stiffness, ξ  the overlap between two spheres, η  the damping coefficient, abv  the relative 
velocity, and fµ  the friction coefficient. The subscripts “n” and “t” denote the normal and tangential direction 
respectively. A more detailed description of the discrete particle modeling approach and the soft sphere model used 
for the preset application can be found in Ye et al., 2004, where the soft-sphere model was successfully used for the 
prediction of Geldart A behavior.  

 

Figure 10: Scheme of linear-spring / dash-pot soft sphere model 

4.1.4 Simulation conditions and methods 

Because the implementation of the real nozzle geometry for this application into the program code was not possible 
at first approach, a single gas jet of 1 x 1 mm² diameter was used as a simplification of the experimental geometry. 
Furthermore, a particle size of 250 µm was used as diameter for the glass spheres to reduce the number of particles 
that had to be described. By this, the number of particles in the system was decreased from approximately 2 000 000 
in the experimental setup to 163840 in the model to reduce computing time. The calculation started out from an 
ordered fixed bed with cubic face centred packing by virtually injecting gas into this packed bed causing the 
particles´ movement. There was no deposition modelled during this calculation. Two different gas velocities were 
modeled; a) a superficial gas velocity of 0.1 m/s and b) a superficial gas velocity of 0.05 m/s. Table 1 gives the 
parameters used for the DPM. 

A time span of 3.84 s real time behavior was simulated using the DPM with these parameters for the two 
different gas velocities of 0.05 m/s and 0.1 m/s. As a resulting output of this calculation, the exact position and 
velocity of each particle and also the gas velocity and pressure in each CFD cell were recorded for each time step 
(0.012 s). .   
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Table 1: Parameters of the DPM simulation 

particle number: 163840 
particle diameter: 250 µm 
particle density: 2500 kg/m³ 
coefficient of restitution at normal direction: 0.97 
coefficient of restitution at tangential direction: 0.33 
coefficient of friction: 0.10 
spring constant in normal direction: 500 N/m 
spring constant in tangential direction: 161 N/m 
time step for contact force calculation: 1. 10-6 s 
gas temperature: 623 K 
gas shear viscosity: 2.996 . 10-5 kg/m . s 
gas molar mass: 2.8 . 10-2 kg/mole 
superficial gas velocity: a)  0.1 m/s            b)  0.05 m/s 
gravitational constant: 9.81 m/s2 
CFD cell number:  16 . 16 . 200 = 51200 
CFD cell size: 0.5 . 0.5 . 1 mm3 
time step for CFD calculation: 1.5 . 10-5 s 
time interval for data recording: 1.2 . 10-2 s 

4.2 Modeling of the Particle Coating 
In the framework of the present DPM where the deposition reaction takes place onto each particle’s surface ,each 
time step was calculated in a post-processing step. This two-step approach, which implies a strict separation between 
fluid mechanics and the chemical vapor deposition process requires several simplifying assumptions. The most 
important assumption is that the change of the local precursor concentration due to reaction and the resulting change 
of number of gas molecules does not significantly influence the fluid mechanics.  

Of course due to the stoichiometric relationship between the precursor and its decomposition products, 
each TIBA molecule releases three molecules of isobutene and 1.5 molecules of hydrogen. However, the saturation 
capacity of the carrier gas (N2) is in the range of 8 wt.-% TIBA at 80°C and 1 bar, which are the feed conditions. 
Due to the high molar mass of TIBA (198 g/mole), this results in only 1.1 vol.-% in the gas phase. Therefore, the 
reaction influence on the local volumetric gas flow seems to be negligible. 

Another simplifying assumption is that the deposition of aluminum and the resulting increase in particle 
mass and size does not influence either the particles´ motion nor influences the contact forces between the particles 
(and walls). The increase in particle mass by the deposited aluminum for the simulated time scale is in the range of 
10-14 kg, which is negligible compared to the particle mass of 2 . 10-8 kg for a 250 micron glass bead. 

In the model of the deposition process, no distinction was made between the nucleation phase, when 
aluminum deposits first on edges, surface roughnesses and spots with aluminum in the glass matrix, and the film 
growth phase covering the complete surface in a later stage. Instead, the deposition rate was assumed to be constant. 
The model reaction is a thermal decomposition on hot surfaces, which is an endothermic reaction. For the 
decomposition of TIBA onto aluminum surfaces, a reaction enthalpy of ∆RG = 263,6 kJ/mole was found in literature 
(Bent et al., 1989). A more precise modeling would require a careful consideration of the penetration of a cold TIBA 
laden gas jet from the distributor nozzle into the fluidized bed of hot particles. Again, this real situation is simplified 
to the ideal case of an isothermal flow field with temperature effects being neglected. 

Considering the lack of a more detailed information about the reaction kinetics of thermal TIBA 
decomposition on glass surfaces, the mass of aluminum mAl deposited per unit time t in a volume element of the 
fluidized bed has been assumed to be first order in the local TIBA concentration cTIBA,local. The first-order 
relationship is intended to reflect the fact that high deposition rates were always observed close to the gas inlet 
which could even lead to bed agglomeration if the local solids mixing was too low. Since chemical vaper deposition 
involves adsorption of gaseous species to the substrate surface the deposition rate was furthermore assumed to be 
proportional to the total glass surface Slocal  of all particles in the volume element under consideration. Thus, it holds: 

 local TIBA,local
Al cSK

∆t
∆m ⋅⋅= , (11) 
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where K is the reaction rate constant. The TIBA concentration was calculated from the TIBA consumption in the 
bubbler over the period of operation. Assuming that the TIBA was just consumed when the flow reached the surface 
of the bed which had a height of about 40 mm yielded a numerical value of -6 2 2.55 10  kg/m s K = ⋅ for a fluidizing 
velocity of 0.1 m/s. The same value was also applied to the run with 0.05 m/s. 

For modeling of the deposition reaction the same grid of CFD-cells as in the DPM was used. By 
superimposing a virtual precursor concentration in those CFD-cells where the gas entered the computational domain, 
this concentration got transported with the gas stream according to the gas velocities given by the DPM for each cell 
and time step. This transport of concentrations was implemented as an upwind-scheme (Patankar, 1980), which is 
illustrated in Figure r one CFD cell. Each cell had three indices i, j and k for the corresponding x, y, or z-position in 
the computational domain. In each cell, the superimposed gas phase concentration of TIBA precursor cTIBA, the gas 
pressure p and density ρ, the number and thus, also the mass and the surface of particles and the mass of deposited 
aluminum was known or calculated.  From the gas velocities and pressures given by the DPM, the mass flow of 
TIBA across each cell wall was calculated. Each cell was treated as an ideal stirred tank reactor having one 
concentration all over the cell volume. For those walls, where the gas velocity was positive, gas left the cell [i, j , k] 
with the concentration c [i, j , k] of the cell. For those walls, where the gas velocity was negative, gas entered the 
cell with the concentration of the neighboring cell, e.g. c [i-1, j, k].  This scheme required a time step width adapted 
to the occurring gas velocities to ensure that only a very small fraction of the cell volume was transported with each 
step and thus to give a numerically stable solution. To become independent of the time step width used in the DPM, 
an adjustable time step width was implemented in this part of the calculation.  

k]j,ρ[i,∆z∆xk]j,[i,uk]j,[i,c yTIBA ⋅⋅⋅⋅

k]j,1,ρ[i∆z∆yk]j,1,[iuk]j,1,[ic xTIBA −⋅⋅⋅−⋅−
[i,j,k][i,j,k], pm, c TIBA

k]j,ρ[i,∆y∆xk]j,[i,uk]j,[i,c zTIBA ⋅⋅⋅⋅

k]j,ρ[i,∆z∆yk]j,[i,uk]j,[i,c xTIBA ⋅⋅⋅⋅

k]1,jρ[i,∆z∆xk]1,j[i,uk]1,j[i,c yTIBA −⋅⋅⋅−⋅−

1]kj,ρ[i,∆y∆x1]kj,[i,u1]kj,[i,c zTIBA −⋅⋅⋅−⋅−

i,j,k][[i,j,k],ρmAl

k]j,ρ[i,∆z∆xk]j,[i,uk]j,[i,c yTIBA ⋅⋅⋅⋅

k]j,1,ρ[i∆z∆yk]j,1,[iuk]j,1,[ic xTIBA −⋅⋅⋅−⋅−
[i,j,k][i,j,k], pm, c TIBA

k]j,ρ[i,∆y∆xk]j,[i,uk]j,[i,c zTIBA ⋅⋅⋅⋅

k]j,ρ[i,∆z∆yk]j,[i,uk]j,[i,c xTIBA ⋅⋅⋅⋅

k]1,jρ[i,∆z∆xk]1,j[i,uk]1,j[i,c yTIBA −⋅⋅⋅−⋅−

1]kj,ρ[i,∆y∆x1]kj,[i,u1]kj,[i,c zTIBA −⋅⋅⋅−⋅−

i,j,k][[i,j,k],ρmAl

 
 

Figure Simulation of the coating process 

Since for every particle its exact position was given by the DPM, the deposition of aluminum onto the 
particle was calculated with the local precursor concentration cTIBA  local for the respective CFD-cell the particle (or its 
center point) was in. To account for other particles in the same CFD-cell, the deposited mass was calculated for all 
particles in one CFD-cell in one step and distributed evenly onto all particles within the cell. This seems justified by 
the fact that in general 3…5 particles only were observed in one CFD cell. A scheme of the simulation steps is given 
in Figure . 
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DPM
data

set inlet and
boundary conditions

transport
concentration

decreasing
concentration

depositing Al
on particles

save data
for next step

result
data

Superimposing the inlet
concentration at those cells, 
where the gas enters

concentration times mass
flow gives TIBA flux across
wall;  internal loop with:
t = 1/10 * Hcell/ulocal

for each particle the cell
concentration is reduced by:

cnew = c - ∆c
ÄtcSrateconst.Äc TIBAlocalTIBA ⋅⋅⋅=

for each particle the cell
concentration is reduced by:

cnew = c - ∆c
∆tcSK∆c TIBAlocalTIBA ⋅⋅⋅=

each particle gets Al load:

TIBA

Al
Al M

MÄcm ⋅=

each particle gets Al load:

TIBA

Al
Al M

M∆cm ⋅=

The Al load on each particle
is accumulated

 

Figure 12: Scheme of the deposition simulation program 

5. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS 

5.1 Results of DPM 
A time span of 3.84 s real time fluidized bed behavior was simulated using the DPM with the parameters listed in 
Table 1 for two different gas velocities. Figure 13 shows the results of 0.05 m/s fluidizing velocity. 

The depth of the reactor geometry is displayed in 16 slices of 0.5 mm depth displayed side-by-side. For 
better visualization the bed particles were colored in red, black and blue layer by layer to demonstrate the solids 
mixing effect. The complete sequence of 3.84 s is also available as movie clip 5cms.mpg. The entering gas jet is 
visible in the middle at the bottom. Above the jet, gas bubbles are ascending that expand to half of the reactor 
diameter. Due to the different colors of the bed particles the mixing in the top part of the reactor becomes visible. 
The colors red, black and blue are almost merged showing a well mixed zone. But especially at the bottom of the 
reactor the pattern of colored layers indicates that the particles were not mixed sufficiently. The black particles in the 
bottom corners were probably not even moved during this period of 3.84 s and the layered structure of particles is 
visible up to approximately one quarter of the bed height. The average bed height in Figure 13 is 0.0441 m; the 
height of the initial particle bed was 0.04 m.  

In Figure 14 the results of the DPM simulation with a gas velocity of 0.1 m/s are displayed. Again, the 
parameters given in Table 1 were used for the calculation and the colors of the particle bed are displayed in analogy 
to Figure 13. The complete sequence of particle motion is available as movie clip 10cms.mpg. It is clearly visible 
in Figure 14 that the bed of particles is mixed much better at this higher fluidization velocity. While the layer 
structure of the colors is still visible in Figure 13 up to one quarter of the bed height, Figure 14 shows unmixed 
zones only in the very bottom corners of the reactor. The gas jet in the center of the reactor splits into bubbles much 
earlier than with the lower gas velocity. This indicates a stronger entrainment of bed particles into the gas jet. The 
ascending bubble at half the bed height has already expanded to approximately 80% of the reactor diameter. As a 
consequence, the average bed height in Figure 14 is 0.0474 m. From the color pattern the bed can be assumed as 
already mixed well after 3.84 s. 
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Figure 13: Simulated fluidized bed after 3.84 s with a gas velocity of 0.05 m/s; bed particles are colored black, red and blue to illustrate mixing effects (16 slices, 

left: close to front wall, right: close to rear wall) 
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Figure 14: Simulated fluidized bed after 3.84 s with a gas velocity of 0.1 m/s; bed particles are colored black, red and blue to illustrate mixing effects (16 slices, 

left: close to front wall, right: close to rear wall) 
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5.2 Results of Deposition Modeling 
5.2.1 Results for a fluidization velocity of 0.05 m/s 

Since for the experiments the deposition reaction was performed in an already well fluidized particle bed, the 
simulation of the deposition was also started in a “pre-fluidized” state. The DPM started out from an ordered fixed 
bed with cubic face centred packing. Injecting gas into this packed bed caused the particles to move and finally to 
form the fluidized bed. Just as in reality loading the fluidizing gas with TIBA was initiated not before full 
fluidization was achieved. Therefore, the deposition modelling was started after 1.2 s of calculated bed movement.  
A total time span of 2.64 s (220 data sets) was available for the deposition modeling.  

The handling of each individual particle in the DPM makes it now possible to show selected particles and 
the mass of aluminum deposited on them after 2.64  s of reaction. Figure 15 shows three vertical slices of the reactor 
volume; the left one gives the range of 0.9 < y < 1.1 mm i.e. close to the front wall, the middle one the range of 
3.9 < y < 4.1 mm and the right one the range of 6.9 < y < 7.1 mm i.e. close to the rear wall. All particles with center 
points in this position range are displayed as circles with a diameter of 250 µm. The deposited mass of aluminum on 
each particle is displayed color coded and can be determined with the color scale at the right. 

Again, the gas jet in the bottom center is clearly visible in the middle slice. From the color of the particles 
surrounding the gas jet it can be seen that the reaction takes place in the close vincinity of the gas jet. Since the low 
gas velocity does not generate a sufficient solid mixing, most particles remain in this reaction zone and take up more 
and more aluminum. The particles in the trace of the ascending bubbles also show a color different from those closer 
to the sides. This indicates that the bubbles have transported these particles in their wakes upwards. After this up-lift 
caused by the wake transport, the particles are released in the top part of the bed. This can be seen clearly in the 
middle and the right slice. It is interesting to see that obviously close to the front and rear wall respectively some 
layering of particles occurs, i.e. they arrange themselves in an ordered structure over several millimeters. 

In analogy to the figure before, Figure 16 shows three horizontal slices of the reactor volume after 2.64 s. 
The positions of the slices are at heights of 1.0 < z < 1.25 mm for the lower slice, 4.0 < z < 4.25 mm for the middle 
one and 22.5 < z < 23.0 mm for the top one. Those particles with their center points within these ranges are 
displayed as circles with a diameter of  250 µm. 

In the lower slice the gas jet is visible in the center of the reactor. The particles directly surrounding the gas 
jet show some deposited aluminum denoted in the color. The value can be determined using the color scale at the 
right of each slice. The particles closer to the side walls of the reactor still show the regular pattern of their initial 
start position. This indicates that those particles were not moved by the fluidizing gas and their color indicates that 
they did not receive any coating either. The reaction seems to take place directly at the gas jet giving rise to the 
assumption that this might be a zone where also agglomeration could occur. 

 The top slice can be compared with Figure 15. It displays the particles at a height between 22.5 and 
23.0 mm, some millimeters below an ascending bubble. Some particles with higher load of deposited aluminum are 
visible, that were probable transported upwards from the reaction zone in the wakes of bubbles which have already 
passed by.  
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Figure 15: Three vertical slices of the reactor volume after 2.64 s at 0.05 m/s. 
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Figure 16: Three horizontal slices of the reactor volume after 2.64 s at 0.05 m/s. 
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In addition to the detailed display of the final state of the simulation at different positions of the reactor 
volume, the DPM approach also allows the tracking of single particles over time and their take-up of deposited 
aluminum. Figure 17 shows the trajectory of one selected particle in time steps of 12 ms in a 2D-plot for the gas 
velocity of 0.05 m/s. The position (x, z) of the particle’s center point is displayed as a circle, but the diameter here 
was increased for better visualization. Also, the dimensions of the reactor (x, z) have different scales. The deposited 
mass of aluminum on this particle is given color coded and can be determined on the color scale. To illustrate the 
direction of the particle, arrows were added. It can be seen that the particle is first slowly descending near the wall 
from the height of approximately 13 mm. Then it is transported into the middle, where it is entrained into the gas jet. 
Entrainment into the gas jet causes the particle to rise quickly upwards. Right at the turn, the load of deposited 
aluminum on the particle starts to increase rapidly. In the following course the trajectory of the particle shows three 
point of unsteady movement. These might have been caused, when the particles was released from the wake of the 
bubble it was travelling in. The transport subsequently went on with another ascending bubble’s wake. Since the 
particle was ascending in the core region, its load of deposited aluminum increased to a value of 1.2 . 10-14 kg on its 
way up. But it is obvious that the largest portion of coating was deposited in the bottom center region, where the 
TIBA laden gas jet enters the reactor. 
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Figure 17: 2D-Projection of the trajectory of one bed particle during the coating time of 2.64 s at u = 0.05 m/s with 
increasing aluminum mass displayed color coded  
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Fig. 18 illustrates the progress of aluminum deposition on the particles with time. The cumulative number 
percentage of particles is plotted here as a function of the mass of aluminium deposited on a single particle. We see 
that at t = 0.528 s, i.e. shortly after starting the TIBA feed, 90% of the particles have not received any coating and 
the remaining 10 % experienced deposits of between zero and 0.5 . 10-14  kg Al. With increasing time more particles 
will receive some coating until after 2.64 seconds the percentage of particles that have not seen any aluminum is 
reduced to about 40 %. The amount of coating on the remaining particles varies between zero and 1.5 · 10-14 kg per 
particle. Unfortunately, the limited computing time does not allow to simulate the coating process over its full 
length. 
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Figure 18: Cumulative number distribution of the Al deposit on a single particle 

5.2.2 Results for the fluidization velocity of 0.1 m/s 

For the higher gas velocity of 0.1 m/s it has to be taken into account that the total mass or precursor introduced into 
the simulation domain is doubled also, since the inlet concentration superimposed to the DPM results was the same 
as the one for 0.05 m/s. 

Figure 19 shows three vertical slices of the reactor volume; the left one gives the range of 
0.9 < y < 1.1 mm, the middle one the range of 3.9 < y < 4.1 mm and the right one the range of 6.9 < y < 7.1 mm. 
Compared to Figure 15 the visible bubbles are larger as has already been observed when comparing Figures 13 
and 14. From the color scale it can be determined that the maximum value of deposited aluminum is approximately 
doubled compared to Figure 15. The region with the highest values of aluminum coating seems to be in the middle 
slice on the left side near the bottom. There, the gas jet is visible and one ascending bubble right above the jet, which 
might just have been split off. This bubble adheres to the left side-wall of the reactor; a fact that can often be 
observed in experimental fluidized beds also. In the wake of this bubble the values for the deposited mass are very 
high compared to the rest of the bed. In the top part of all three slices particles with aluminum loads of 7 . 10-15 kg 
are well mixed with particles with lower load. Only at very close observation some particles with higher aluminum 
load can be spotted at this magnification. 

Figure 20 shows three horizontal slices of the reactor volume after 2.64 s. The positions of the slices are at 
heights of 1.0 < z < 1.25 mm for the lower slice, 4.0 < z < 4.25 mm for the middle one and 22.5 < z < 23.0 mm for 
the top one, so it can easily be compared with Figure 16. On the lowest slice the spot of red brown colored particles 
is striking. Those particles have aluminum loads in the range of 2.4 . 10-14 kg.  

Clearly visible is the gas jet at the center surrounded by particles with some aluminum. Again, this 
demonstrates that the deposition reaction takes place in the very close vincinity of the gas jet. At the side walls in the 
bottom slice still many particles show the regular pattern of their start positions; they were not moved by the central 
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gas jet nor did they receive any coating. And although the gas velocity is already high enough to cause some 
entrainment of particles into the jet and thus a gross movement of solids mixing, the risk of agglomeration due to 
excessive growth is probably high in this region. The middle slice displays a cut through the gas jet. Some particles 
are visible with high aluminum load (orange color) but many show only low or zero values. In the top slice the edge 
of an ascending bubble is visible as a solids free ring shaped region with the wake in its center. There, the average 
load of aluminum coating is already in the range of 10-14 kg. 

 

Figure 19: Three vertical slices of the reactor volume after 2.64 s at 0.1 m/s. 
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Figure 20: Three horizontal slices of the reactor volume after 2.64 s at 0.1 m/s. 
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Figure 21 gives the trajectory of one selected particle and its deposited mass. Since the gas velocity is 
causing a much more rapid solid mixing, the trajectory is difficult to be followed with the eye. For better 
visualization, the trajectory was split into three paths that are displayed side by side from left to right. The end 
position in the left plot is marked with a circle that indicates the start position in the middle plot. In analogy the 
position is marked with a rectangle for the transition from the middle plot to the right one. The time span of each 
plot is given at the top of each plot. The particle started out from the bottom region at a height of 5 mm and 
approximately 2 mm away from the right side wall. Then it was lifted upwards close to the back-wall of the reactor 
in several curves while its coated aluminum mass remained in the range of 2 . 10-15 kg. After traveling two rounds in 
the bubble wakes upwards in the center and downwards near the walls, it gets into contact with precursor laden gas. 
Coming from the right side its aluminum load changes to 3 . 10-15 kg (light blue to green, middle plot). It has to 
travel once more up and down, before another bubble brings more precursor to the particle and its coating increases 
to a final value of 7.2 . 10-15 kg of aluminum (right plot). 

 

Figure 21: 2D-Projection of the trajectory of one bed particle during the coating time of 2.64 s at u = 0.1 m/s with 
increasing aluminum mass displayed color coded  

 To summarize these results, again, the cumulative number distribution of deposited aluminum mass per 
particle has been calculated for different deposition times and the gas velocity of 0.1 m/s. Figure 22 illustrates the 
progress of the coating process. Due to the higher TIBA feed rate and the more intense particle mixing the progress 
of the coating process is faster than compared to the previous case with the lower fluidizing velocity. After 2.64 
seconds the fraction of still uncoated particles is clearly below 20 %.  

A disadvantage of the DMP is that it takes quite long to simulate a reasonable span of real time. The 2.64 s 
calculation presented here took roughly two weeks per run. Unfortunately it was not possible to calculate for a real 
time of the order of 10 or 20 seconds which would certainly be needed to achieve the coating of all particles, not to 
mention the 30 minutes of coating time used in the experiments of this work. 
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Figure 22: Cumulated number distribution of deposited aluminum per particle 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The discrete particle modeling (DPM) approach was demonstrated to be a very useful tool to gain insight into micro 
scale mechanisms of CVD coating in the fluidized bed. In combination with a deposition model for the chemical 
vapor deposition of aluminum it was used to simulate the solids mixing pattern of a single gas jet under different 
fluidizing conditions. The calculation reveals zones of insufficient mixing near the wall, in the corners and near the 
bottom plate. and zones of possible agglomeration due to excessive deposition. Although it is a very suitable tool for 
this small scale reactor, other methods are necessary to simulate pilot scale or production scale reactors due to the 
high number of particles that have to be handled in those scales. The present work can only be regarded as a very 
first step into the simulation of fluidized bed coating by chemical vapor deposition.  

Further improvements would certainly be the implementation of a non-isothermal gas flow field including 
heat balances on every single particle. This would allow us to study the decisive micro-processes at the interface 
between the jet and the bed suspension and inside the gas jet, where the hot bed particles are contacted by the 
reactive precursor. However, such calculations are still a challenge and their realization will take some time. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 
c TIBA, local local TIBA gas phase concentration, kg/kg   
Cd drag coefficient   
dp particle diameter, m   
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pd  surface mean diameter, µm   
F force vector, N   
g gravity acceleration, m/s²   
I moment of inertia, N . s²/m    
k spring stiffness, N/m   
K reaction rate constant, kg/m².s   
m mass, kg   
r locus vector, m   
S surface, m²   
S source term in gas continuum equation   
t time, s   
T temperature, °C   
T moment of torque, N . m   
u velocity, m/s   
u velocity vector, m/s   
vp velocity vector of a particle, m/s   
V volume, m³   
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates, m   

Greek letters 
β inter-phase momentum transfer coefficient, -   
δ delta-function   
ε volume fraction of gas, -   
η damping coefficient, -   
θ angular displacement, °   
µ shear viscosity, Pa . s   
ρ density, kg/m³   
ττττ    viscous stress tensor, N/m²   
ξ overlap between two spheres, m   

Subscripts    
Al aluminum   
    
cont. Contact   
d Drag   
f Friction   
g gas phase   
i, j, k indices in x, y, and z direction, respectively   
local local variable   
n in normal direction   
Npart number of particles   
    
t in tangential direction   
TIBA TIBA   
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